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Bjørn Hofmann outlines and discusses in this journal [1] 
six main ways, not mutually exclusive, through which the 
domain of human disease is expanded, substantively and 
semantically.

The rationale for nosology building is to provide a basic 
instrument for disease investigation in medical research and 
practice; these, in turn, have the substantive objective of 
disease control and, ultimately, of population health mainte-
nance and improvement. The resulting relation between the 
latter and nosology expansion is therefore indirect as well 
as subject to changes in the course of time.

A long‑term development

Nosology expansion occurs either by (1) adding newly 
occurring diseases with distinctive characteristics (e.g. 
emerging infectious disease like Zika Virus Infections or the 
Coronaviruses and Acute Respiratory Syndromes) [2] or (2) 
splitting an existing disease into finer categories (in fashion-
able language, into “finer granularity”) or (3) annexing to a 
known disease some manifestations, including precursors, 
previously unknown or known but regarded as outside the 
disease boundaries. A related, strictly speaking different but 
practically important expansion occurs when cut-off levels 
of a disease risk factor are changed.

These processes are inherent in the expansion of knowl-
edge and of diagnostic tools brought about by scientific and 
technological research over centuries, especially the last 
two. Diseases are not only multiplied but some of them may 
in turn be regrouped (lumped) in new ways, the net result 
being however an uninterrupted secular increase in the num-
ber of distinct entities that since 1900 are included in the 

successive revisions of the international reference nosology, 
entrusted from 1948 to the World Health Organization and 
currently labelled “International Classification of Diseases 
and Related Health Problems (ICD)” [3].

The system is based on existing knowledge and—at the 
same time—tailored for multiple uses in clinical medicine, 
public health and research. The periodical reclassifications 
involve both changes in disease category definition and in 
the rules to assign disease cases to categories, with conse-
quent unavoidable complexity, appreciable by even a cursory 
look at the freshly published documentation on the latest 
ICD revision (number 11, scheduled for general use on 1 
January 2022).

To the epidemiologist reclassification opens the field for 
descriptive and analytical studies of newly defined diseases 
but also generates familiar comparability problems. In actual 
practice not all countries introduce a new ICD revision at 
the same time: as a consequence in international studies 
endpoints such as causes of deaths need to be classified, for 
the sake of comparability, by the oldest ICD version in use 
among participating countries, underusing the more detailed 
and updated information available from countries employing 
more recent ICD versions. For instance pleural mesothe-
lioma, a critical endpoint in occupational or environmental 
studies on asbestos and mineral fibers, was not precisely 
identified as such until the tenth ICD revision (1990) [3]. 
Mostly affected by reclassification is the interpretation of 
long-term time trends of diseases incidence and mortality. 
A by now classic example [4] is the delayed recognition, 
met with surprise, of the downturn in the ischemic heart 
disease mortality occurring in the USA in the 1960s. An 
obscuring effect had been introduced by the change from the 
seventh to the new (eight) ICD revision, deaths previously 
and separately assigned to arteriosclerotic heart disease by 
the seventh revision being merged into the ischemic heart 
disease category by the eight.

Official inclusion of a disease in an ICD revision as a 
distinct entity is necessarily preceded by a phase, sometimes 
long, of recognition in medical practice according to crite-
ria proposed by experts and today usually recommended in 
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guidelines by scientific societies or “ad hoc” expert groups. 
A clear example is given by tuberculosis (TB), still today 
causing 1.6 million deaths worldwide. The contagious nature 
of “phtisis” had been recognized at least since the sixteen 
century by Gerolamo Fracastoro [5], but it took until the 
end of the nineteen century to grasp the relation between 
its various organ-specific manifestations (lung, lymphatic 
glands, spine, meninges, or the whole body in miliary TB). 
At the turn of the century Strumpell’s authoritative textbook 
[6] affirmatively stated: [my italic]: “today the definition of 
TB is not based on anatomic grounds. TB is every affection 
produced by the pathogenic action of a specific bacterial 
variety, namely by the TB bacilli discovered by Koch”. On 
that ground the variety of clinical presentations could be 
etiologically lumped together, paving the way to treatments 
directly attacking the Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Yet in 
recent years the need for a new, therapy dependent, split has 
emerged leading to the disease category of a MDR/RR-TB, 
multi-drug or rifampicin resistant variant of TB [7], esti-
mated to involve about 5% of previously untreated TB cases 
and some 20% of TBs previously treated, and originating 
from de novo bacterial chromosome mutations [8]. Similar 
splitting-and-lumping patterns, already elegantly discussed 
in a 1969 paper by Victor McKusick [9] in the context of 
genetic diseases, can be found within all broad nosological 
classes. In its most recent edition the WHO/IARC Classifi-
cation of Tumours [10] explicitly includes genetic informa-
tion to identify distinct categories of cancers. For example 
some varieties of acute myeloid leukemia are defined by 
recurrent chromosomal aberrations and others by specific 
somatic gene mutations. With the availability of effective 
treatments response to treatment becomes a key criterion 
to categorize disease types. It also inspires the search for 
new, hopefully effective, treatments in “basket trials” [11]: 
in oncology patients with cancers originating in different 
organs but sharing some common genetic alterations receive 
pharmacological agents specifically targeted on those altera-
tions, potentially opening the way to lumping together these 
cancers as different manifestations of a common disease, 
defined by a somatic genetic profile responsive to specific 
agents.

On a secular scale nosology expansion has developed as 
a constitutive and indispensable component—at one time 
instrument, cause and effect—of knowledge advancements 
in medicine and epidemiology, on which rest the scientific 
support for population health maintenance and improve-
ment. As for any instrument an obvious question arises: can 
it be or is it actually misused?

A recent uncontrollable drift?

Misuse of nosology expansion implies that damage to 
health may derive from annexing to the disease domain, 
even in the phase preceding the inclusion in ICD, an 
abnormality or a complex of abnormalities, be they bio-
logical, behavioral or psychological. It can take place via 
different paths and a substantial literature has been pub-
lished in recent years challenging on the ground of poten-
tial adverse health effects the legitimacy of an increasing 
number of disease inclusions, propelled by the accelerated 
pace of biomedical research. Typical debated examples 
involve:

(1) Changing the boundary on the continuum from health 
to disease, as for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder 
[12]; the optimal level(s) of a risk factor, as for blood 
pressure [13] or blood glucose/glycated hemoglobin 
[14];

(2) Equating a risk factor to a disease, as for osteoporosis 
[15]; a precursor lesion to a disease, as for cancers with 
unclear progression stages [16].

In these and similar cases disease annexation is a call 
for treatment expansion. In many cases critics rightly 
regard it as a form of “overtreatment” because of insuf-
ficient weight accorded to side effects, at individual and 
collective level, of, for instance, lowering systolic blood 
pressure down to 120 even in elderly subjects [17, 18] or 
of treating pharmacologically all degrees of osteoporosis 
without paying attention to concomitant factors favoring 
bone fractures, the substantive reason of concern [15]. 
This type of questionable treatment has however a scien-
tific base and is entirely different from frankly inappropri-
ate overtreatment due to poor application of guidelines, 
complacency to patients’ requests or defensive medicine: 
with its scientific base engrained in the physiological pro-
cess of disease expansion (previously described) it may 
grow as an out of control drift.

In search of an anchor on which to fix the general con-
cept of disease Hofmann [1] rightly emphasizes that alle-
viating suffering is the ethical central mission of medi-
cine and suffering should be a key element in defining 
what constitute a disease. However suffering is subjective, 
and the area where subjectivity plays a large role, mental 
health and disorders, is just the one where disease delimi-
tation has always been and remains most problematic and 
often highly controversial, as permanent discussions on 
the DSM special nosology show [19].

Guidelines and expert groups reports are today the 
main instruments for nosology updating. Their prepara-
tion and production may be unduly influenced towards 
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expanding disease diagnosis and treatment, via nosology 
expansion, by interests strictly not pertinent to scientifi-
cally define disease, like a drive to increase the volume of 
clinical activities, or profits from Big Pharma or advanced 
technology industries. Means are being proposed to keep 
these influences in check by disciplining the develop-
ment of guidelines that entail diseases definition [20, 21]. 
Whatever their forms the assurance that they operate only 
for the sake of scientific validity and people’s health rests 
crucially, as I have discussed for another health area [22], 
on the absence of conflicts of interest, objectively docu-
mented, concerning the key health professionals in charge 
of the development process.
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